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Background
To cultivate competences is the core aim of science education
both in China and worldwide.
There are three important issues for research and practice:
 What is the connotation and construct of competence in
science and specified domain?

 How about the development level and learning progression
of competence?
 How to promote the students’ competence through teaching
improvement?
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Construct of Disciplinary Competence

The definition of “Disciplinary Competence”
• The idea of competence has been discussed in science education for more
than 50 years to describe different kinds of capability to master a certain
domain including emotional, volitional, cognitive aspects, required skills,
abilities, and attitudes. （Winterton et al. 2005; Weinert 2001）
• In our study, we defined disciplinary competence as “the essential and
stable mental conditioning mechanism for students to successfully do
the cognitive activities and problem-solving activities in specific
disciplines”. Those core activities can be classified to three main
categories: understanding, applying, and creating.（Wang, 2016）

Theories of competence such as
experience generalization
Systematic mental analyses of core
activities of knowing and problemsolving in specific disciplines
Extracting elements of disciplinary
competence from domestic and
international curriculum standards,
examination syllabuses and
assessment programs

multi-dimensional
integration model of
disciplinary competence
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The Construct of “Disciplinary Competence”
The basis of disciplinary competence
 Disciplinary competence is the stable mental
conditioning mechanism of students to successfully
do the cognitive activities and problem-solving
activities in specific disciplines, including
directional and implemental conditioning
mechanism involved in those activities.
 The subject core knowledge and experience is the
basis of competence. The declarative knowledge is
the basis of directional conditioning mechanism
 The procedural knowledge and the strategic
knowledge namely experience is the basis of
implemental conditioning mechanism.

The Construct of “Disciplinary Competence”
Cognitive pattern is the connotation of disciplinary competence
 Each subject has its specific knowledge and research field, has its
specific cognitive activities and problem solving activities.
Therefore, they need specific cognitive perspectives(angels),
reasoning path to understand, analyze and solve problems, that
is specific disciplinary cognitive pattern(domain specified).
 The specific subject knowledge (key concept)plays an important
role in cognition, it provides core cognitive perspectives and is
conductive to the formation of reasoning path.
 Subject core knowledge and experience is the necessary
foundation of competence, but is not sufficient, the development
of competence also depends on that weather the subject core
knowledge and experience can be transformed into students’
cognitive perspectives, reasoning path and the corresponding
cognitive pattern.

The Construct of “Disciplinary Competence”
Subject tasks and activities is the way to transform
knowledge and experience into competence.
 Disciplinary competence is the key abilities and
necessary character of the students, it is developed
by the learning of subjects, and performed in the
face of unfamiliar and uncertain problems.
 Students needs to experience those key ability
activities such as understanding, application and
innovation, in order to develop competence.

The Construct of “Disciplinary Competence”
Categories of Cognition Activities ( performances)
transfer

3× 3 Categories
(key cognition activities
and ability elements)
output

input
A3 Illustrate/Argue
A2 Generalize
A1 Recognize

Understand (A)

B3 Design
B2 Predict
B1 Explain

Apply (B)

C3 Creative Thinking
C2 Systematic Inquiry
C1 Complex Reasoning/
Problem Solving

Create(C)

The Construct of “Disciplinary Competence”
Progression for Teaching from Knowledge to Competences
Unfamiliar, Indirect and Complex

• Knowledge functionalized
• Reasoning path built
• Spontaneous cognitive
perspectives
• Knowledge construction
• Structuralizing experience
• Cognitive perspectives
initially built

Situation & Subject

• Competence developed
• Spontaneous cognitive pattern
• Systematic knowledge &
experience

The requirement of
competence developing must
beyond the requirement of
knowledge inputting. Only
when students experienced the
knowledge functionalized and
established the corresponding
autonomous cognitive pattern,
they can develop their
competence.

Familiar, Direct and Simple

Students’ Performance Level
——Assessment of Disciplinary Competence
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a compound by valence
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Assessment Strategies
Identify Target Performance Expectations
 Focus on the disciplinary core ideas, unpack the test points according to “understand-applycreate”, and give consideration to the prerequisite knowledge.

Tasks Development
 The design of tasks align with the “3*3 Categories ” , and is closely related to knowledge, skills
and abilities
 Select problem situations with different degrees of strangeness and indirectness
 Task Types: Single/Multiple Choices, True or False, Second-order Test, Open-ended Questions

Rubrics Development
 Develop rubrics according to whether the students have reached the corresponding performance
expectation, rather than simply giving marks based on right or wrong.
 Integrated the “knowledge-ability-competence”dimensions into a single score
 Multiple Rubric

Procedure and Sample
Loudthinking

August 2013

A school
in Beijing

Revise
items

Pilot
tests

September 2013
April 2014

Kinds of schools in
Beijing

Revise
items

Formal
test

October 2014

Kinds of schools in
southeastern city

Analyze
data

Pilot Test Sample
Sample
76所学校
覆盖市级示范、区级示范和普通校
Time
Types of schools

1st pilot
test

Number of Number of
schools
students

Total

9大学科
High ranking
3
100
小学、初中、高中各个年级
September
2013

Mid ranking

4

49

162

113504个
Low ranking
41094个 13
学生测试样本
教师测试样本
Top ranking
6
1024
2nd pilot
test

High ranking

7

1805

4170

April 2014
Mid ranking

5

751

Low ranking

4

590

Quality of Instruments -The second pilot test

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Person reliability = 0.91
Item reliability = 1.00
MNSQ value of
99.2% items in 0.7-1.3

Person reliability = 0.89
Item reliability = 0.99
MNSQ value of
98.4% items in 0.7-1.3

Person reliability = 0.86
Item reliability = 1.00
MNSQ value of
98.1% items in 0.7-1.3

Quality of Instruments -The second pilot test

Item reliability = 1.00
Person reliability = 0.95

MNSQ value of 97.9%
items in 0.7-1.3

Indices to evaluate instruments quality
Content
Instrument for science(as a whole)
Physics
Instruments for
Chemistry
disciplines
Biology
Force and motion
Instruments for core
Inorganic matter
domains
Molecule and cells
A1 Recognize
A2 Generalize
A3 Argue
Instruments for ability
B1 Analyze
elements
B2 Predict
C1 Complex
reasoning
C3 creative thinking
A Understand
Instruments for abilities
B Apply
C Create

person reliability

item reliability

0.95
0.90
0.88
0.82
0.86
0.76
0.82
0.71
0.75
0.50
0.77
0.75

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

MNSQ value in 0.7-1.3
percent of items
97.9%
94.2%
96.5%
100.0%
91.8%
96.4%
100.0%
100.0%
99.0%
92.2%
100.0%
100.0%

0.21

0.99

100.0%

0.00
0.99
EAP/PV RELIABILITY= 0.93
EAP/PV RELIABILITY= 0.94
EAP/PV RELIABILITY= 0.89

100.0%
98.9%
97.9%
94.4%

Theoretical model of Influence Factors
Based on the literature review

Based on Experts discussion and argument

Nonintellectual factors

Teaching

Relationship

Key Ability
Performance

School support

( Biggs，Kember&Leung，2001； Heller, Daehler, Wong,et al.,2012;
Papanastasiou，2002；Pintrich&De Groot, 1990)

Inscape for each dimension of influence factors
learning motivation

nonintellectual factor(NF)

self-efficiency
affection& attitude
understanding task

teaching

learning task design(LTD)

applying task

creating task
school resources(SR)

school support

relations between
students and teacher

school spirit(SS)
democratic ,
harmonious,
comfortable

Instrument of influence factors
• Five-point Likert scales going from ‘never’ to ‘always’
were developed

• Revised by expert validity，Cronbach's Alpha，
factor analysis and convergent validity

Reliability and validity
Sub-scales
Physics

Items

Cronbach's Alpha

Factor loading

learning motivation (PLM)
7
Sub-scales
Items
Chemistry
self-efficiency(PSE)
3
learning motivationSub-scales
(CLM)
7
Biology
emotional attitude(PEA)
3
self-efficiency(CSE)
learning motivation (BLM)4
learning task design(PLTD)
14
emotional
attitude(CEA)
self-efficiency(BSE)
4
relations
between

0.885
0.608—0.754
Cronbach's Alpha
Factor loading
0.724
0.593—0.799
0.904
Cronbach's Alpha0.433—0.775
Factor loading
Items
0.607
0.386—0.776
0.934 0.890
0.353—0.790
0.481—0.766
7
0.967
0.499—0.844
0.897 0.729
0.447—0.726
0.557—0.803
4

students and teacher(PRB
3
attitude(BEA)
learning taskemotional
design(CLTD)
14
ST)
learning
task design(BLTD)
relations
between
School support(PSS)
8
4
students and teacher(CRBST)
relations between
Whole Scale
38
students and teacher(BRBST)
School support(CSS)
8
School support(BSS)
Whole Scale
41
Whole Scale

0.423—0.744
3 0.813 0.821 0.6130.728—0.780
0.546—0.842

18
0.917 0.764
3 0.952
0.917
7
0.974
41

0.979

0.686—0.863
0.604-0.869
0.584—0.714
0.818
0.686—0.863
——
0.632-0.856
0.908
0.702—0.762
——
0.962
——

Formal Test Sample
11th grade, N=6177
a southeastern economically developed city in Mainland China
Select sample schools in each district of the city,
all 11th grade students in the selected schools took the tests of
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and influence factors

Identifying Performance Levels
 Process the data with Rasch modeling( unidimensional and
multidimensional ) using Conquest and Winsteps to get item
measures(difficulties) and person measures

 Use the variables in the frameworks to explain the difference of
items, and categorized items with the same features to be the
same levels, cutting points of levels are the average of difficulty
values of the least difficult item on at upper level and the most
difficult item at lower level
 Allocating students to the levels with cutting points and
students measures

Variables and Progression of Performance Level
Situation

Familiar

Unfamiliar
Simple

Unfamiliar
Complex

Task and
activities

Understand

Apply

Create

Cognitive
Perspectives

Not need
perspective

Given
Perspectives

Prompted
Perspectives

Multi and
no prompt

Practices

Concrete
experience

Procedure

Strategy

Schema

Knowledge
Variables

Factual
knowledge

Low

Concepts
Levels

Core ideas
High

Overall Performance Levels
Identification of Performance Levels and Variables Affecting Item Difficulties
Level

Situation Variable

Cognitive Variable

Knowledge Variable

Ⅴ

Unfamiliar and Complex
Situation

Systematic reasoning with multiperspectives without prompt

Apply core ideas

Ⅳ

Unfamiliar and Simple
Situation

Simple reasoning with cognitive
perspectives prompted

Apply core ideas

Ⅲ

Familiar Situation

Analyze with given perspective

Relate concepts &
construct core ideas

Ⅱ

Familiar Situation

No perspective，no reasoning
path

Recognize concrete
knowledge

Ⅰ

Below Level Ⅱ

Distribution of Overall Levels on Science
Lv Ⅴ 4%

Unfamiliar and complex situation, core ideas,
systematic reasoning , multi-perspectives
without prompt

Lv Ⅳ 25%

Unfamiliar and simple situation, core ideas,
simple reasoning with perspectives prompted

Average level Familiar situation, relate concepts or construct core

Lv Ⅲ 41%

ideas, analyze with given perspective

Lv Ⅱ 26%

Familiar situation, recognize concrete knowledge,
no perspective

Lv Ⅰ 4%

Distribution of Overall Levels on 3 Disciplines
Commonalities:
 The largest percentages of
students located at level Ⅲ
(familiar situation, relating
concepts, given perspective )
 Indicating they understood
disciplinary core ideas, and
connect core ideas, but hadn’t
transformed core ideas into
cognitive perspectives

Distribution of Overall Levels on 3 Disciplines
Differences：
For Physics, a larger percentage at level Ⅳ,
smaller at level Ⅴ
 Better at transform core ideas into perspectives
and use it with prompt,
 Difficult to extracting perspectives automatically
in unfamiliar complex situation
For Chemistry, smaller percentage than Physics at
level Ⅳ, while more at level Ⅲ
 Easy to connect(relate)concepts
 Difficult to transform core ideas into cognitive
perspectives
For Biology, lager percentage at level Ⅱ and level Ⅲ
 Rely on remember concrete (fact) knowledge
 Difficult to relate concepts

Performance Levels on “Understand”
“Understand” refers to the ability to recognize knowledge, relate and generalize
concepts, make argument to justify a concept with other concepts. It reflect the depth
of learning and whether students can build relations between concepts.
Situation

Knowledge

Cognitive Perspectives

Reasoning

Level 4

familiar

construct ideas

given perspective

reasoning

Level 3

familiar

construct ideas

given perspective

relate

Level 2

familiar

concrete knowledge

not need perspective

recall

Level 1

Not achieve level 2 yet

“Understand ” Distribution of Levels on Science

Lv4

33%

（construct ideas, given perspectives, reasoning）

Lv3

45%

Lv2

19%

Lv1

3%

Average level

（construct ideas, given perspectives, relate）
（concrete knowledge, no need of perspectives, recognize）

“Understand ” Distribution of Levels on 3 Disciplines
Distribution is similar
 more than 79% students
were able to relate concepts
（level 3）
 more than 35% students
were able to justify concepts
（level 4）
Differences
 a smaller percentage at level 4
on biology than physics and
chemistry

Performance Levels on “Apply”
“Apply” refers to the capability of applying core ideas to solve problems in medium
familiar situation, including explaining, predicting, design.
Situation

Knowledge

Cognitive Perspective

Reasoning

Level 4

medium familiar apply core ideas

prompted

multi-step
reasoning

Level 3

medium familiar apply core ideas

prompted

simple
reasoning

Level 2

medium familiar apply concepts

given

relating

Level 1

Not achieve level 2 yet

“Apply ” Distribution of Levels on Science
Lv4

3%

(apply core ideas, prompted perspective, multi-step reasoning)

Lv3

31%

(apply core ideas, prompted perspective, simple reasoning)

Lv2

40%

Lv1

26%

(apply concepts, given perspective, simple reasoning)

Average level

“Apply ” Distribution of Levels Across 3 Disciplines
Commonalities
 more than 50% located at
level 2 (apply concepts, given
perspective, simple reasoning)
 small percentages at level 4
(apply core ideas, prompted
perspective, multi-step
reasoning)
Differences
 a larger percentage at level 1
for chemistry

Performance Levels on “Create”
“Create” refers to the ability of complex reasoning, systematic inquiry and
creative thinking in unfamiliar situation.
Situation

Knowledge

Cognitive Perspectives

Reasoning
creative thinking &
systematic reasoning

Level 4

unfamiliar

apply core ideas

no prompt& multiperspectives

Level 3

unfamiliar

apply core ideas

no prompt

multi-step reasoning

Level 2

unfamiliar

apply core ideas

no prompt

simple reasoning

Level 1

Not achieve level 2 yet

“Create” Distribution of levels on science
Lv4

0.5%

(no prompt & multi-perspectives, creative thinking& systematic reasoning)

Lv3

2%

(no prompt, multi-step reasoning)

Lv2

42%

(no prompt, simple reasoning)

Lv1

56%

Average level

“Create” Distribution of levels on 3 disciplines
Commonalities
 more than 75% located at level 1 ,
lack the ability of create
 small percentages at level 2 (no
prompt, simple reasoning)
 smaller at level 3(no prompt,
multi-step reasoning)and level 4
（no prompt & multiperspectives, creative thinking&
systematic reasoning)
Differences
 a larger percentage at level 2 for
biology compared to physics and
chemistry

Identification of Key Ability Elements
Explore relations among ability elements with multiple regression analysis
Taking Science as a whole
① “Apply” explained by the elements of “Understand”
Recognize(A1), Generalize(A2) and Illustrate/Argument(A3)
have significant effect（R2=0.729) .
B=-0.46 + 0.258A1 + 0.446A2 +0.265A3

② “Create” explained by the elements of “Understand” and “Apply”
Recognize(A1), Generalize(A2), Argument(A3) , Explain(B1) and Predict(B2)
contribute significantly（R2=0.625）
C=-0.053 + 0.038A1 + 0.199A2 + 0.187A3 + 0.164B1 + 0.309B2

Identification of Key Ability Elements
For each disciplines( Physics, Chemistry, Biology)
“Apply” explained by the elements of “Understand”
• Physics
• A1, A2 and A3 have significant effect （R2=0.649）
• B=-0.46 + 0.281A1 + 0.269A2 +0.539A3
• Chemistry
• A1、A2andA3 have significant effect （R2=0.841）
• B=-0.46 + 0.201A1 + 0.581A2 +0.284A3
• Biology
• A1、A2andA3 have significant effect （R2=0.714）
• B=-2.135 + 0.667A1 + 0.250A2 +0.184A3

Identification of Key Ability Elements
For each disciplines( Physics, Chemistry, Biology)
“Create” explained by the ability elements of “Understand” and “Apply”
• Physics
• A1、A2、A3、B1、B2、B3 contribute significantly （R2=0.512）
• C= -9.572 + 0.108A1 + 0.062A2 + 0.137A3 + 0.267B1 + 0.263B2 + 0.106B3
• Chemistry
• A1、A2、A3、B1、B2、B3 contribute significantly （R2=0.907）
• C= -6.639 + 0.165A1 + 0.384A2 + 0.097A3 + 0.178B1 + 0.248B2 + 0.154B3
• Biology
• A1、A2、A3、B1、B2、B3 contribute significantly （R2=0.780）
• C= -3.314 + 0.541A1 + 0.135A2 + 0.154A3 + 0.169B1 + 0.117B2 + 0.148B3

Identification of Key Ability Elements
Ability Elements with Largest Coefficients in Equation
No.1 Regression Models
（for Apply）

No.2 Regression Models
（for Create）

Science

Generalize

Predict
Generalize

Physics

Illustrate/Argue

Explain
Predict

Generalize

Generalize
Predict

Recognize

Recognize
Explain

Chemistry
Biology

Over Performance on Key Ability Elements

Percent correct of key ability elements

Variables and Progression of Performance Level
Situation

Familiar

Unfamiliar
Simple

Unfamiliar
Complex

Task and
activities

Understand

Apply

Create

Cognitive
Perspectives

Not need
perspective

Given
Perspectives

Prompted
Perspectives

Multi and
no prompt

Practices

Concrete
experience

Procedure

Strategy

Schema

Knowledge
Variables

Factual
knowledge

Low

Concepts
Levels

Core ideas
High

Coupled Model of Influence Factors
Structural Equation Modeling
e1

e3

e2
.74

.66

.80

SE

EA

LM
.86

Indicators
.81
.67

Fit criteria

.89

NF

e13

x2/df(NC)
.58

e9

.75

e8

CLTD

e14
.25.12

.86
.69
.83

LTD

.80
.23
.13 .15

e6

.16

.65
RFI
.42

IFI.86
.89
.79

BRBTS

CRBTS

e20

e19

.90

.77
.81

>0.90
.59

SS

SR

e17

e16

.75

CFI
PRBTS

TLIe18

>0.90

SS

RBTS

.89

e5

.72
>0.90

BKA

NFI
e21

CKA

e4

.75
>0.90

<0.08（acceptable）

.38

BLTD

.87
.85

RMSEA

.83
.68

e7

KA

AGFI

PLTD

PKA

.87
.34

GFI
.74

.75
1<NC<3

e15

>0.90
>0.90

>0.90

Actual
value
nonintellectual
factor(NF)
2.043
learning motivation（LM）
0.936
self-efficiency(SE)
0.902
emotional
attitude(EA)
0.065
learning
0.948 task design (LTD)
relations0.929
between students and teach
ers(RBST)
0.973
School resources(SR)
0.972
School spirit(SS)
0.963

Most of the indicators showed that the coupled model is ideal

Total Effects of the Factors on Key Ability
Factors

Paths

Total effect

nonintellectual factor(NF)

NF → KA

0.581

learning task design(LTD)

LTD → NF → KA

0.438

Implications

relations
External
factors
can influence key ability performance only if they are
between
students
RBST → LTD → NF → KA
0.236
and teacher(RBST)
transformed
into intrinsic factors such as motivation, self-efficacy,
emotion and attitudes.
SS→ LTD→ NF→KA
school support(SS)

SS→RBST→ LTD→NF→ KA

0.223

Improving
learning
of teachers
will be significant
promote
• NF
have direct
effecttask
anddesign
the biggest
total effect(0.581)
on keyto
ability
nonintellectualLTD,
factors
andand
key SS
ability
performance;
RBST
haveperformance.
indirect effect.
• Although learning task design indirectly affect key ability performance,
it has a high total effect value(0.438).
50

Existing Situation of Factors

nonintellectual

 Average values of all the factors
were less than 4
 Nonintellectual factors(NF)
had lower average values
 Learning task design(LTD)
got the lowest value rated
by students.

51

Existing Situation of Factors
LTD in 3 disciplines

-0.50
-0.70

-.6270

-0.90
-1.10

Mean Measure of
Competence Performance

-.9906

-1.30

Influence factors

-1.50
-1.70
-1.90
-2.0369

-2.10
-2.30
-2.50

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

• The values of learning task design in chemistry are minimum,
especialy the applying task design and the creative task design.
• The result was consistent with the ability performance of the three
disciplines.

Implications from Assessment
Performance levels of
disciplinary competences
correlated to

Performance levels
determined by:

 grades, ages, general intelligence
 curriculum, knowledge and experiences
 teaching
intrinsic
variables

extrinsic
variables

knowledge and
experience

Cognitive mode
problem situation

assessments tasks

Teaching Improvement

Transformation of Teaching Paradigm from Knowledge to Competence

Develop cognition and abilities

Beyond concrete concepts

Transformation deviation
cognition
Obtain the conclusion
of knowledge

Teaching of competence
developing

Teaching of conception
construction

Teaching of
conceptual changing

Teaching of knowledge
understanding

Progression for Teaching from Knowledge to Competence
Unfamiliar, Indirect and Complex

• Knowledge functionalized
• Reasoning path built
• Spontaneous cognitive
perspectives
• Knowledge construction
• Structuralizing experience
• Cognitive perspectives
initially built

Situation & Subject

• Competence developed
• Spontaneous cognitive pattern
• Systematic knowledge &
experience

The requirement of
competence developing must
beyond the requirement of
knowledge inputting. Only
when students experienced the
knowledge functionalized and
established the corresponding
autonomous cognitive pattern,
they can develop their
competence.

Familiar, Direct and Simple

The Focus of Teaching Improvement
Selecting teaching themes which carry big ideas and competences
Analyzing systematically what is the value and learning demand of teaching themes
Diagnosing what students know , what is barrier point and what is to be developed
Identifying which teaching points is to be refined and specific targets
Setting teaching goals for the theme, units and lessons
Designing teaching procedures and student activities at different levels accurately（progression path）
Choosing materials and tasks which reflect hierarchy of the progression model,
including prototype, comprehensive and unfamiliar types
Designing effective teaching behaviors such as asking questions, appraising, demonstration, summarizing

Flowchart of teaching improvement
Diagnosis from
large-scale test
Stage 1

Overall
Planning

(Introduction of key
abilities framework )
① identify teaching
domains
② identify abilities
to be improved

Pre-test and interviews
Stage 2

Discussion of
lesson
planning

③identify topics
(lessons)
④Instructional goals
and corresponding
teaching strategies

Post-test and Interviews

Stage 3

Trial
Teaching &
Discussion

Stage 4

Formal
Teaching &
Discussion

⑤ Trial
Instruction
⑥ Discuss with
teachers to refine
the teaching

Stage 5

Investigating
students’
development

⑦Pre- Interviews
⑧ Formal Instruction
⑨Post-Interviews
⑩Reflecting and generalizing
teaching strategies

The Main Methods of Teaching Improvement
DBR offers a 'best practice' stance that has proved useful in complex learning environments,
where formative evaluation plays a significant role, and this methodology incorporates both
evaluation and empirical analyses and provides multiple entry points for various scholarly
endeavors (Dede, Ketelhut, Whitehouse, Breit, McCloskey, 2009)
Action research
Ls is an effective
is an interactive
Design-based
research
model to improve
process involving
teachers’
researchers and
development
practitioners
through “research
Lesson
acting together
Action
lessons”
design-based
on a particular
study
research
(Hurd, 2005;
cycle of
lesson
study
Boddy, 2005;
activities,
Bindu, 2007;
including
Alvine,2007;
problem
clinical
consultation
Becker, 2008)
diagnosis, action
intervention, and
Besides, The research contents of TDLS include teaching plans, classroom video,
reflective
students interviews, questionnaires, teachers reflection and so on, therefore, the research
learning.
methods of it are various. Including design-based research, lesson study, action research
(Avison,1999)
and clinical consultation.

The theory and

The Strategy of Teaching Improvement——TDLS
The TDLS (Theory and Design based Lesson Study ) ,was proposed by
Lei Wang’s team at Beijing Normal University in 2008 , and have been
practiced for 10 years nearly.
The TDLS aims to develop students’ core cognition and disciplinary
competence through teaching design, practice and improvement. It is a
new type of teaching research and teacher professional development
model based on expert support and peer cooperation.

The Theory and Design-based Lesson Study’s Cycle

The Focus and Core Issues of TDLS——Topic-specific PCK
 Disciplinary core ideas usually

Students’
development

accompany with the whole

course of K -12 education of
Subject
ontology

Theme&Topicspecific PCK

Curriculum
design

the students (Zhai&Guo, 2015).
 Only when we focus on those

disciplinary core ideas and
choose the most valuable
contents for competence
development, can we improve

Assessment

Instruction
design

and promote students’
competence effectively.

Empirical and Experimental Studies
9
districts

>100
schools

>500
teachers

>800
lessons

Whole subjects
Whole grades
Whole big ideas

Effect on Students’ Disciplinary Competence Development

Effect On Teachers’ Professional Development

The above studies have been applied to:
 The research on students’ learning progression and competence development
 The research on the development of science curriculum standard and textbooks

 The research on teaching improvement associated with competence development
 The research on teachers’ professional development and Topic-specific PCK
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